
 

M8 Softail 
Floorboard Extensions 

 

INSTRUCTIONS 
(Please read entire sheet before beginning install) 

Parts included: 
  4- Floorboard Extensions 

 4- 3/8-16 x 2 ¾” Grade 8 Socket head bolts 
 4- ⅜” low profile washers 
 1- ¼-20 ½” Set screw 

Install Steps:   
1. Start on the right side of the bike.  Remove the two bolts holding the floorboard bracket 

to the frame. Set the floorboard and bracket carefully aside. 
2. Get the two Extensions included in the kit that are labeled R-F(Right Front) and R-B 

(Right Back). along with two of the included bolts and washers.  Place the bolts (with 
washers) through the floorboard bracket.  

3. Now place the R-F Extension on the bolt in the front mounting location with “R-F” facing 
the bracket (the R-F marking will Not be up against the bike frame). Now do the same for 
the R-B Extension on the rear bolt of the floorboard bracket, also with the R-B marking 
up against the floorboard bracket. 

4. Now put blue (medium) thread-locker on the two bolt threads. 
5. Place the floorboard bracket with Extensions up against the bike frame and begin 

threading the bolts into the frame.  DO NOT be concerned about aligning the Extensions 
at this time. 

6. Just before the bolts are snug, twist the Extension for the best alignment.  Then snug the 
bolts down.  Please NOTE-  The HD bracket is a cast item and there are small variances 
in shape from bike to bike, so shape alignment will rarely match the precisely CNC cut 
Extensions. 

7. Now torque them to 36-42 ft. lbs. 
8. Before installing the left side, remove the front shift rod bolt that is going through the 

heim joint.  This will make installing the floorboard extensions easier.  Set hardware 



aside, it will be re-used. 
9. Using medium (blue) thread locker, thread the included set screw ¼” into the L-B 

Extension. This “alignment” set screw will go into the alignment hole in the frame during 
the installation process.  (It does NOT thread into the frame) 

10. Repeat steps 1-7 on the left side.  Note-If you are also installing the optional Shift Peg 
Spacer, please follow the directions for it immediately after removing the floorboard 
bracket from the bike frame. 

11. Re-install the shift rod bolt and nut that were removed in Step 8 above. 
12. Go for a Ride! 

 
 General Notes: 

● The rider’s safety depends on the correct installation of these Extensions.  Please do not 
attempt if you have any doubts of your ability to install. 

● It is imperative to use blue thread locker and torque specs as specified. 
● Installing this Floorboard Extension Kit will result in a changed foot placement, making it 

more comfortable. However, Exercise caution as you get accustomed to the 
improved/different foot position. 

● After installation take an easy test ride, getting accustomed to your new riding position. 
Bikes that have been lowered should be especially aware of how fast and how much 
they can lean in the turns..  
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